We introduce an iterative method to univocally determine the adiabatic expansion of the modes of Dirac fields in spatially homogeneous external backgrounds. We overcome the ambiguities found in previous studies and use this new procedure to improve the adiabatic regularization/renormalization scheme. We provide details on the application of the method for Dirac fields living in a fourdimensional Friedmann-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker spacetime with a Yukawa coupling to an external scalar field. We check the consistency of our proposal by working out the conformal anomaly. We also analyze a two-dimensional Dirac field in Minkowski space coupled to a homogeneous electric field and reproduce the known results on the axial anomaly. The adiabatic expansion of the modes given here can be used to properly characterize the allowed physical states of the Dirac fields in the above external backgrounds.
I. INTRODUCTION
The renormalization of expectation values of the stressenergy tensor-or any other relevant operator-of a quantized field in a curved space-time is more involved than in Minkowski because the curvature yields new types of divergences [1] [2] [3] . One of the earliest methods developed to deal with this issue is the so-called adiabatic regularization [4] . It was specially designed to study the ultraviolet (UV) divergences of the stress-energy tensor of a quantized scalar field during the expansion of a homogeneous universe [5, 6] . The renormalization subtractions in the adiabatic scheme are integrals in the threedimensional momentum space associated with the homogeneous hypersufaces of constant cosmic time t. These subtractions define a regularization procedure equivalent to the DeWitt-Schwinger renormalization scheme [7] [8] [9] . One advantage of the adiabatic subtractions is that there are efficient numerical techniques to implement them [10] .
The adiabatic regularization and renormalization method has been generalized to deal with quantized scalar fields coupled to other types of homogeneous external fields, such as electromagnetism [11] or classical scalars [12] . However, a systematic extension of this procedure to deal with a quantized spin-1 /2 field has proven to be elusive. A first substantial step in this direction was taken in a set of recent works [13] [14] [15] . In those papers several important physical examples were considered. In particular, in order to understand the reheating * fbarbero@cfmac.csic.es † antonio.ferreiro@ific.uv.es ‡ jnavarro@ific.uv.es § ejsanchez@math.uc3m.es process after inflation, [16] analyzes the Yukawa coupling of a quantized Dirac field to an external scalar. Also, in [17] the coupling to an external electromagnetic fieldrelevant to the analysis of pair creation in strong electric fields-has been considered. The adiabatic expansion of the fermionic modes proposed in these works seemed to require a generalization of the conventional WKB ansatz used in the expansion of the scalar field modes. Although one such generalization has been proposed in those works and shown to determine appropriate subtraction terms for the renormalization of local expectation values, it was not capable of univocally fixing the proper adiabatic expansion of the field modes. The main goal of the present work is to solve this problem. The method proposed here, not related with the WKB approximation, is based on an iterative procedure involving unitary transformations. As we will see, it is robust, self-consistent and can deal with many types of external fields (gravitational, scalar, or electromagnetic). We have systematically scrutinised it and shown that its predictions for the (renormalization) subtraction terms match exactly those of the approach discussed in [13, 14, 16, 17] . In particular we have computed the conformal and axial anomalies emerging for massless fermions and found an exact agreement with the results obtained by other methods. The plan of the paper is the following. In section II we provide a general and conceptual overview of the original adiabatic method for scalar fields. Section III is devoted to a brief introduction of the treatment of the spin-1 /2 fields. Next, in section IV we present the fundamentals of the new method that we propose to uniquely determine the adiabatic expansion of fermionic modes. In section V we apply the method for a Dirac field in a four-dimensional Friedmann-Lemaître-RobertsonWalker (FLRW) spacetime with a Yukawa coupling to an external scalar field. We evaluate the renormalization subtractions required to compute the conformal anomaly. We also consider two-dimensional fermions coupled to a homogeneous electric field. Finally, we conclude in section VI with some comments.
II. ADIABATIC EXPANSION OF SCALAR MODES AND ADIABATIC SUBTRACTIONS
The creation of particles by time-dependent gravitational fields is a direct consequence of quantum field theory in a curved spacetime [4, 18] . Particle and antiparticle pairs are spontaneously produced in a way consistent with the local conservation law of the stressenergy tensor ∇ µ T µν = 0. A prototype scenario is an isotropic expanding universe governed by the FLRW metric ds 2 = dt 2 − a 2 (t)(dx 2 + dy 2 + dz 2 ) with flat and non-compact slices of constant t. The time-dependence of the expansion factor a(t) is key to the particle creation process, since the creation operators at early times become a superposition of creation and annihilation operators at late times. In this scenario the isometries of the spacetime background are not enough to uniquely select a global vacuum state. We can at most determine a set of states, generically referred to as adiabatic vacua, that play the role of the usual Minkowski vacuum. In such circumstances the early and late time vacua need not be equivalent, giving raise to particle production [1] [2] [3] [4] 18] . Similar arguments explain particle creation by black holes [19] [20] [21] .
To review the main ideas let us consider a scalar field φ on a FLRW background satisfying the field equation
and expand it in any complete orthonormal set of elementary solutions
Moreover, one can also write
where h k (t) obeys the equation
Here ω 2 k = k 2 /a 2 + m 2 and σ = (6ξ − 3/4)ȧ 2 /a 2 + (6ξ − 3/2)ä/a. The h k are constrained to satisfy the normalization condition
It is physically reasonable to demand that the allowed solutions (defining the set of adiabatic vacua) behave as
for large k or, equivalently, for slow varying frequencies.
To find the higher-order terms in the proposed asymptotic adiabatic series one has to enforce the normalization condition (2.5). This can be achieved by introducing the WKB-type ansatz
Now, plugging this ansatz into the second-order wave equation (2.4) the zero-order condition (2.6) determines univocally the higher-order terms in the adiabatic expansion. One finds
where
and all the terms of odd adiabatic order are zero. At any given order an adiabatic vacuum can be associated with each h k (t) having the asymptotic expansion (2.7), however, in the absence of any extra condition, there is no way to choose a preferred one. An exception to this happens for ξ = 1/6 and m = 0 because we can take the conformal vacuum, defined as the zero-order term in the adiabatic expansion, which is itself an exact solution. Something similar happens in the de Sitter spacetime where a remarkable example is provided by the so-called Bunch-Davies adiabatic vacuum [22] . This can be characterized as the unique adiabatic vacuum compatible with the ten-dimensional isometry group of de Sitter metric. For more general cosmological scenarios see [23, 24] .
A fundamental advantage of the above adiabatic expansion is that it can be used to identify the UV divergences that plague the expectation values quadratic in fields. The most important observable is the stressenergy tensor T µν (t, x) . Another relevant physical quantity is the self-correlation function φ 2 (t, x) , which can be used to illustrate the basic subtraction procedure [1] . Assuming that the field can be written as (2.2) one has
If the vacuum is also assumed to be an adiabatic state one can use the expansion (2.7) with (2.8) to write a formal asymptotic expansion
(2.10) where
is the corresponding adiabatic expansion of W (2) . The terms of higher adiabatic order (4 and beyond) are all finite, hence, no additional subtractions are necessary.
Once the UV divergences have been identified they can be removed by using standard renormalization methods (involving a covariant regularization scheme) and introducing appropriate covariant counterterms into the original Lagrangian. It is possible to bypass this more involved procedure by directly subtracting the relevant leading terms in the asymptotic expansion (2.10). Moreover, to guarantee the covariance of the overall procedure one should subtract the full terms (W (n) at the required adiabatic orders. Only second adiabatic order subtraction terms for φ 2 and four adiabatic order for T µν are required in the minimal subtraction scheme. The renormalized expression for φ 2 ren is then defined by the momentum integral
(2.12) for any expansion rate a(t). During the expansion of the universe, the quantities φ 2 ren and T µν ren acquire nonzero values originating in particle creation and vacuum polarization effects.
We want to remark that the above adiabatic subtraction procedure satisfies all the conditions necessary to have a consistent renormalization procedure in a curved spacetime (Wald axioms) [20] :
1. The subtractions are state-independent.
2. The subtractions are local. This is so because the relevant subtraction terms (W −1 k ) (n) do not involve time integrals and depend locally on the expansion rate a(t). The time integral in the phase term of (2.7) does not play any role in the asymptotic expansion of physical expectation values such as (2.10).
3. Covariance is preserved, in particular ∇ µ T µν ren = 0. This is so because the concept of "adiabaticity" is consistent with general covariance. In particular one can check that ∇ µ T (n) µν = 0, at any adiabatic order n.
In addition, in Minkowski space the adiabatic subtractions are equivalent to the conventional normal ordering prescription and hence T µν ren = 0 = φ 2 ren . A consequence of the subtractions needed to obtain well-defined physical quantities is that field relations that are valid in the classical theory cannot be fully respected at the quantum level. For instance, for ξ = 1/6 and m = 0, the scalar field obeys the conformally invariant field equation
However, when evaluating the expectation value
one gets a surprising result: instead of zero, as naively expected from the classical theory, one finds
15) which in fact turns out to be the negative of the trace anomaly of the massless conformal field in a FLRW spacetime. We note in passing that in this situation there is no particle production and the bulk of the result can only be attributed to vacuum polarization effects.
Finally, a byproduct of the adiabatic expansion is the fact that one can naturally demand that any physical vacuum has to be UV regular [24] , in the sense that the large k behavior of modes h k (t) defining the state must approach the one found in Minkowski space at the appropriate rate. For scalar fields, and in order to guarantee that the renormalized value of T µν is finite, the large k behavior of the modes must be fixed as follows
and ξ ′ := ξ − 1 6 and, similarly, for |ḣ k (t)|. One denotes such vacua as fourth order adiabatic states. One can check, for instance, that the Bunch-Davies vacuum is indeed of adiabatic order n = ∞.
III. QUANTIZED DIRAC FIELDS COUPLED TO HOMOGENEOUS EXTERNAL FIELDS

III.1. Dirac fields in an homogeneous expanding universe
The covariant Dirac equation in curved spacetime is given by [1, 3] 
where γ µ (x) are the spacetime-dependent Dirac-matrices satisfying the condition {γ µ , γ ν } = 2g µν and ∇ µ is the covariant derivative associated with the spin connection. In a spatially flat FLRW universe, the matrices γ µ (t) are related to the constant Dirac matrices in Minkowski spacetime γ α , obeying {γ α , γ β } = 2η αβ , by the simple relations
The Dirac equation takes then the form
Introducing the expansion
and using the Dirac representation for the γ α matrices
where σ are the usual Pauli matrices, we can write [13, 14] 
represents the eigenvalue for the helicity, or spin component along the k direction. h I k and h II k are scalar functions, which as a consequence of (3.3), obey the coupled first-order equations
The normalization condition for the four-spinor is
This condition enforces the standard anticommutator relations for creation and annihilation operators defined by the expansion
9) where
These modes are normalized with respect to the Dirac scalar product
The orthogonal modes v k,λ (t, x) are obtained by charge conjugation
We then have 13) and similarly for the
operators. We can add to the Dirac equation (3.1) a Yukawa coupling with an external scalar field Φ (iγ
If the classical field Φ is also assumed to be homogeneous Φ = Φ(t), as the classical background geometry, the modes for the quantized Dirac field can be expressed as above. However, the basic equations (3.6) are now replaced by [16] i∂ t h
where s(t) := g Y Φ(t).
III.2. Two-dimensional Dirac fields in an homogeneous electric field
The Dirac equation in the presence of an external homogeneous electric field and a background metric of the form
where now
Γ µ is the spin connection and A µ is the vector potential. We assume A µ = (0, −A(t)). It is also useful to use here the Weyl representation for the Dirac matrices in flat Minkowski space
Expanding the field in momentum modes 
We can build two independent spinor solutions
where h I k (t) and h II k (t) must satisfy the equations 23) and also obey the normalization condition (3.8).
IV. AN ITERATIVE APPROACH TO THE ADIABATIC EXPANSION FOR DIRAC FIELDS
As mentioned in the previous section the dynamical content of the modes of the Dirac fields can be encoded as a pair of complex functions of time h I k (t) and h II k (t) satisfying, for all values of t, the normalization condition (3.8). For all the models considered in the previous section these functions satisfy a system of ODE's of the form
This is, in fact, a Schrödinger equation
defined by a matrix, time-dependent Hamiltonian
acting on a two-component wave function h. As a consequence of this, the normalization condition (3.8) is automatically satisfied for all times for initial data satisfying |h
For generic choices of the functions α(t) and β(t) this Schrödinger equation cannot be solved in closed form. In the following we develop an iterative procedure to transform (4.1) in such a way that we get consistent approximations for its solutions at the desired adiabatic order. The three basic features of the proposed procedure are:
1. At each step we introduce a change of variables defined by a unitary transformation. This guarantees that the normalization condition (3.8) is automatically preserved.
2. At each step it will be evident how to truncate the resulting equations to reach the desired order in the adiabatic approximation.
3. The truncated equations involve a diagonal timedependent Hamiltonian and, hence, can be trivially solved.
The starting point is to diagonalize the matrix Hamiltonian
where ω 0 (t) := α 2 (t) + β 2 (t) and σ β denotes the sign of β(t) (which, in all the cases of interest, will be well defined as β(t) will never vanish).
We introduce now another set of variables
They satisfy the new Schrödinger equation
has the explicit form
Here we have used dots to represent time derivatives and lightened the notation by not writing the explicit time dependence.
The key observation at this point is to realize that the lowest adiabatic order of the off-diagonal terms of H 0 is one unit higher than that of the corresponding ones in H. If we repeat now the previous procedure (diagonalization of the Hamiltonian and "unitary change of variables") this same behavior will occur at each iteration order. Once the non-diagonal elements of the Hamiltonian surpass a certain adiabatic order n we will discard them. By doing this the resulting Schrödinger equation can then trivially solved (because the corresponding Hamiltonian is diagonal) and, by undoing the sequence of changes of variables arrive at an approximate solution to (4.1).
If at a certain iteration order j ≥ 0 we have h j obtained from the Schrödinger equation associated with the Hamiltonian H j the objects in the j + 1 step are given by 8) with the diagonal matrix D j+1 and the unitary matrix U j+1 obtained by diagonalizing H j :
Notice that h j+1 satisfies the Schrödinger equation
The explicit expressions for the H j , U j and D j are
where the positive frequencies ω j satisfy the recurrence
with initial data
The S j coefficients are given by
and s 0 = σ β sign(αω 0 − ω 0α ) .
Several comments are in order now:
First it is important to notice that the lowest adiabatic weight of the non-diagonal terms of the Hamiltonian H j is larger than j (although even higher orders may be present). This fact suggests a terminating criterion to obtain an approximate solution valid at adiabatic order n: replace the Hamiltonian H n by its diagonal part D n and approximate h n byh n satisfying the Schrödinger equation
This way we get
where our choice of initial data selects positive frequencies.
The final form for the approximate solution h(t|n) of (4.1) can be obtained by undoing the unitary transformations introduced above
(4.12) From this last expression it is straightforward to obtain the adiabatic expansion of h to order n. In the next section we will apply the procedure that we have just described to the computation of different types of anomalies for systems involving quantized Dirac fermions in an expanding universe. In the first case the Dirac field will be coupled to a homogeneous background scalar with a Yukawa interaction term [9] and in the second to an external homogeneous electric field and background metric of the FLRW type in 1 + 1 dimensions [17] .
V. APPLICATIONS
We apply now the method developed in the previous section to some anomaly computations in two important physical examples.
V.1. Dirac fermion coupled to a homogeneous background scalar field with a Yukawa interaction in an expanding universe By comparing equations (3.15) and (3.16) with (4.3) we see that
where s(t) describes the homogeneous scalar field coupled to the Dirac field, a(t) is the scale factor, m is the Dirac field mass and k labels the Fourier modes (we will drop the k indices that should appear in h I and h II ). The adiabatic order of s is one and the scale factor a has adiabatic order zero.
In order to work out the conformal anomaly (see [16] and later on), we need to compute h(t|4) by using (4.12). It is important to keep in mind that the relevant part of U 4 (t, t 0 )h(t 0 ) is just the phase exp −i t ω 4 which drops out of the computations of the anomaly, which is closely related to ψψ . For this reason we will not give the explicit form of ω 4 . A similar cancelation of the potential contribution of the non-local term t ω 4 happens in all components of the vacuum expectation values of the renormalized stress-energy tensor. Only local terms like ω 4 (t) are relevant to determine the renormalization subtraction terms at the instant t, in accordance with the locality requirement of any renormalization scheme.
The product U 0 (t)U 1 (t) · · · U 4 (t) can be exactly computed in principle, however we only need its adiabatic expansion to fourth order. After a long but conceptually direct computation (that can be conveniently performed with the help of Mathematica TM ) we get
where The asymptotic expansion for h II can be easily obtained from that of h I by performing the exchange m → −m and s → −s.
It is important to keep in mind that it is not straightforward to compare our asymptotic expansion for h with the expressions used in [16] . This is so because of the inherent arbitrariness of the procedure used there. We will discuss the origin of that arbitrariness in section VI. In any case the physical results obtained by both methods match exactly. We will illustrate this by evaluating the conformal anomaly.
To compute the conformal anomaly C f in the adiabatic renormalization/regularization method, we have to start with a massive field and take the massless limit at the end of the calculation. Therefore,
3) Since the renormalized expectation values T µν ren require subtractions up to and including the fourth adiabatic order, the adiabatic subtractions for ψ ψ above should also include them. Only the fourth order sub-traction term ψ ψ (4) survives in the massless limit and produces the anomaly
where the subscript (4) is used to indicate that we take only the terms that are of adiabatic order four. Applying the adiabatic expansion computed in this section and computing the integrals we obtain exactly the same result as in [16] 
This result can be nicely rewritten in covariant form as
V.2. Electromagnetic fields
In this case, in view of (3.22) , the functions α(t) and β(t) are 8) where A(t) describes a homogeneous electric field (E = −Ȧ) and q denotes the electric charge. Now the adiabatic order of A is one (see the discussion in [17] ).
In order to compute the subtraction terms for relevant observables, i.e., the electric current j µ = −q ψ γ µ ψ , the axial current j µ A = ψ γ µ γ 5 ψ and the the energy momentum tensor T µν , we only need to approximate the solution to adiabatic order two. Therefore, we need to compute h(t|2) by using (4.12). As in the previous case there is an irrelevant phase factor that we will not give here. After a straightforward computation we find now
The asymptotic expansion for h II can be obtained from that of h I by substituting a(t) for −a(t) and introducing a global minus sign [17] .
With the help of these expressions one can immediately work out the chiral and conformal anomalies in the massless limit. The formal expression for ∇ µ j µ A has divergences up to second adiabatic order. Therefore, one can write
By expressing ∇ µ j µ A in terms of h k we arrive at
and using the adiabatic series expansion, it leads immediately to the axial anomaly in two dimensions
where ǫ 01 = |g| −1/2 = a −1 . A similar calculation leads to the conformal anomaly
Using again the adiabatic expansion and integrating the corresponding adiabatic terms we get
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND COMMENTS
Some comments regarding the method that we have developed in the paper are in order. First of all we would like to point out that, at variance with the approach used in [13, 16, 17] , there is no arbitrariness in the expressions for h at any iterative order. This is due to the fact that we do not need the adiabatic expansion of the integrands in the exponential term appearing in the expansions
Remember that in the approach used in [13, 16, 17] the main idea was to introduce expansions of the type
find the conditions imposed by the equations (3.8), (3.15) , and (3.16) on the unknown terms F (j) and ω (j) at all the adiabatic orders starting from the first and solve for them. The ambiguity that had to be fixed in that context was due to the possibility of adding the time derivative of an arbitrary object inside the integral in the exponent and compensating it by modifying the corresponding F (j) (this happens, for instance, if an integration by parts is performed). Although the local subtraction terms required for renormalization were found to be free of any ambiguity, and hence there was no problem to determine "physical" quantities such as T µν ren , the arbitrariness in the adiabatic expansion of the modes is somewhat inconvenient. First because it is not clear a priori that the simplest form of the different terms has been found and, second, because usually the form for the first and second components of h do not display some obvious symmetries of the equations (3.15) and (3.16) . A third, and more important reason, to rely on the form of the adiabatic expansion that we give in the paper is that it can be used to constrain the allowed physical quantum states of the Dirac field. As in the case of the massive scalar field [24] , in order to ensure that they lead to finite expectation values for the renormalized stress-energy tensor, they must be of adiabatic order four of higher (in four-dimensional spacetimes).
In the case of a Dirac field coupled to a background scalar through Yukawa interactions, the large-k limit quantum states must obey the asymptotic UV condition In the case of the electric field background in two spacetime dimensions the vacuum states have to be of adiabatic order two or higher for the renormalized stressenergy tensor to be finite. The corresponding UV condition has the form
It is important to point out that the conservation of h 2 is a direct and trivial consequence of the dynamics of the Schrödinger equation. This is qualitatively different from the situation in the scalar field case that makes use of the WKB approximation. In fact, the attempts to approach the study of the Dirac field in cosmological backgrounds based on the idea of working with second order equations for h, are hindered by the difficulty of dealing with the conservation of the norm in that context.
From the purely computational point of view it is worth pointing out that in many physical applications (i.e. anomaly computations, etc.) the relevant part of the approximate expression (4.12) is the product of unitary matrices U 0 (t)U 1 (t) · · · U n (t) .
If one wants an adiabatic expansion of this expression it is necessary to get it for the different U j . Owing to the square roots appearing in their explicit expressions, in particular, in the off-diagonal terms, (see section IV) in order to reach a certain adiabatic order n it is usually necessary to compute the adiabatic expansions of the ω j to order 2n. In practice this is not a problem from the computational viewpoint, at least for the examples that we have presented in the paper.
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